MAP REQUIREMENTS

1. Overall map size (Min: 8.5"x11"/Max: 11"x11")
2. Use and show adequate margins
3. Title blocks (minimum requirements as shown)
4. Legend and north arrow
5. Location map
6. Show existing city limits, annexation name and ordinance/resolution number
7. Show point of beginning of description
8. When proposing to split lines of assessment, indicate boundaries of original parcel
9. Show all bearings, distances, lot numbers, and references used in the description
10. Show Assessor Parcel Numbers
11. Show area of annexation in acres
12. Show all roads and width of roads
13. Sign and seal
14. All courses to be numbered
15. Show Section/Township/Range or Rancho

SAMPLE MAP
FOR LAFCO PROPOSALS

EXHIBIT B

LOCATION MAP
NOT TO SCALE